
Aerovox Electrolytic

Features

All internal parts of aluminum,
eliminating corrosion.

Hermetically sealed container.
preventing loss of or absorp-
tion of moisture.

Metal can containers insure

better dissipation of internal
heat.

Special composition spacers

Em safety against surge volt-
ages, and longest service life.

The Largest Line of
ELECTROLYTICS

h.
EITHER mere claims nor self-appointed rifles constitute true leadership. Such
distinction comes only out of real pioneering. unflinching courage to try new
things in the face of hide -bound .chnigues, and ceaseless engineering efforts

aimed at still greater perfection.
If Aerovox leads today in proven quality, production capacity. and widest choice of can
type electrolytim. it is but the just reamed for years of unstinted effort dedicated to this
electro-chernical art.

Tffir arm The Product of True Pioneering
Aerovox pioneered in the devslopment of not discouraged by the many problems to
the dry electrolytic as, practical advance be solved. And many patents have been
over the earlier wet type. Our engkeers issued to Aerovox because of original con -
foresaw the great saving in bulk and cost tributions ha this art.
over the paper type condenser. They were

The Product of Chemical Engineering
Quite aside from ifs extensive engineering paper and electrolyte chemicals, to the
staff. the Aerovox organization maintains an many samples taken from the daily produc-
impressive chemical laboratory and person- non our electrolytic unris are under can-
nel for chemical research and production start} and rigid chemical supervision.
checkup. From aluminum cans. game.

i. The Product of a Vast Plant
And in the giant Aerovox plant occupying duction. The exactitude of our chemical
over 80,000 srprare feet of floor space and laboratory is positively matched by ingenious
employing on an average a thousand work. machinery and a highly trained personnel,
effi a major portion of space and effort is to the end that a laboratory product may
given over to electrolytic condenser pm- be sold at a rnass-production price.
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cldb...dut ler types of conese as well as a

wide assortment of resistors. Your nearest Aerovox dealer can shot, you the units
themselves.
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The Influence of Power Factor and Capacity

By

on Filtering Efficiency
PART 2

the Engineering Department, Aerovox

IN the last issue of the "Research
_Worker," the influence of

factor on filtering efficiency was th!-
cussed. In this, the second part, t is
proposed to determine the importance
of the right capacity for filters and
the effect on the hum when decreas-
ing capacity, will be computed. In
order to do this it will be necessary
to discuss briefly the working of a fil-
ter, its design and finally the effect of
smaller condensers.

HOW A FILTER WORKS

Let us consider two types of filters
in 'common use (see Figure 1). The
filter shown at a has what is called
"condenser input" and is the more
common of the two, while the filter at
b has "choke Mput." Confining our
attention at first to the filter shown
at a.

The rectifier, at each half cycle
passes current and permits the con-
denser to be charged to the peak volt-
age of the transformer secondary.
Meanwhile the condenser discharges
relatively slowly through the rest of
the filter and the load. If there were
no chokes but resistances, the voltage
across Cl would decrease logarithmic-
ally until the rising transformer volt-
age becomes larger and permits the
condenser to be charged anew. So the
condenser charges only during a rela-
tively small part of each half cycle
and the charging current must neces-
sarily be far higher than the mad cur-
rent. When designing filters this must
be taken into consideration for the
mercury vapor rectifier has a definite
limit beyond which the current should
not increase. If this were to happen
the cathode (filament) will be bom-
barded by ions and soon be destroyed.

In such cases one uses the filter of
Figure lb: But sticking with conden-
ser input 2 little longer, the effect of
capacity on residual hum is given by
the equation

RfC,
Where GE1 is the ripple voltage
across Cl, expressed in percent of the
transformer voltage, R is the load re-
sistance and f is the frequency of the
rectified wave.

This equation teaches three things.
First, when Cl and f are kept con -
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start, he ripple voltage is inverseht
nropor ional to the load resistance or
increas s with the total current drawn.
Second when load and CI are kept
the same, the ripple voltage is inverse-
ly proportional to the frequency,
hence, a lower frequency requires a
better filter. Third, keeping fre-
quency and load constant, the ripple
voltage is inversely proportional to
the capacity of Cl. Figure 2 shows
this effect in graphical form. This
curve was made by taking f=120 cy-
cles and R=44000 ohms (220 volts, 50

Corporation
ma.). It will be seen that the improve-
ment of filtering efficiency first in-
creases rapidly with increased capac-
ity but when about 8 mfd. has been
reached a further increase in capacity
does not give any appreciable return
in hum reduction. Therefore, this con-
denser is less important from the
standpoint of hum, but it performs an-
other function: it affects the output
voltage. This is easily seen from the
well known equation of the discharge
of a condenser through a resistor

E =Er -
E=instantaneous voltage, Z=voltage
before discharge, t=time in seconds,
F=2.728.

The greater R and C, the slower will
the voltage across Cl drop between
charges and the higher the average
voltage . The choice of Cl is a com-
promise between the requirements of
high capacity to keep the voltage up
and a relatively low one from a filter-
ing efficiency standpoint.

The equation also shows that the
voltage will drop with a lower load
resistance, so this type of filter has
poor regulation.

Turning now to Figure tb, this fil-
ter has a choke input with a resultant
low, voltages but better regulation
and a lower peak current. For.cer-
tain purposes this is preferred.
RATINGS OF CONDENSERS AND

RECTIFIERS

In the case of Figure la, the con-
denser -input filter, it was shown that
the voltage across it may rise to the
peak of the transformer secondary
voltage. Thus, the rating should be
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generous enough to allow for that and
lean some leeway for surges. The
rating should be at least 1.4 times the
applied voltage .
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What about the ratng of the rect.-
fier? One of the ratings of the rect-
a. has to do with 'inverse peak vol -
age." This is the maximum potential
difference permiss.ble between fila-
ment and plate during the cycle that
the plate is negative with respect to
the filament. A little thought will

Fig. 3

bring out that at that moment the po-
tential difference is equal to the trans-
former peak voltage plus the voltage
across the filter. With a condenser -
input filter, the inverse peak voltage
may attain twice the value of the
transformer peak voltage or 2.8 times
the transformer rms rating. When a
choke input is µsed, the inverse peak
voltage may be even higher due to
the induced counter e.m.f. of the
choke.

The ripple voltage across the sec-
ond condenser, C2, is given by the
equation

AR. =
1+

[oL (1+RoC. )]

where AR, is the percentage of ripple
across C2 (percent of AE,), cowf,
L inductance of the choke in henries,
C2 is the capacity in farads and R is
the load resistance in ohms. The curve
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of Figure 3 shows the influence of ca-
pacity on the remaining ripple. The
curve has the same general shape as
the one in Figure 2 (a hyperbola) and
it is evident that the hum voltage is
nearly proportional to the capacity;
hence, half the capacity, double the
hum.

The same is also shown by the
method a ployed last month, by cal-
culating the ratio between Z and the
impedance of the condenser for an 8
mfd 20 percent power factor conden-
ser and another one of 4 microfarad,
zero power factor. We shall return
to this later.

DESIGN OF RECTIFIER FILTERS
It is the task of the rectifier filter

to smooth out the rectifier current to
something approaching direct current.
The type of filter required for this
work is known as a low-pass filter.
It is not possible at this time to go
into all the intricacies of filter design,
but some fundamentals shall be given.

The standard equations' for low-
pass filters can be applied to the fil-
ter shown in Figure 4 and then we
have

C= '2,4:kmiTv farads= 3,1"mfds.

.31,8,3R

Where f, is the cut-off frequency and
R is the load resistance. Given a cer-
tain load resistance, the cut-off fre-
quency can be chosen as low as prac-

T t
tical and the values of L and C are
easy to calculate. It is shown here
once more that for a given load resis-
tance, the larger the condenser, the
lower the cut-off frequency and con-
sequently the greater the attenuation
of hum.

TUNED FILTERS

A greater amount of attenuation
with less equipment can be obtained
by tuning the filter, making the series
arm of infinite impedance for the hum
frequency or making the shunt arm
of zero reactance at the hum Ern.
quency. Two of these filters are
shown in Figures 5a and lb. The for-
mer has a tuned series arm and the
latter a tuned shunt arm. Equations
for these filters will not be given here.
Those who are interested can find
them in the Radio Engineering Hand-
book by Keith Henney. The value of
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Cl in both of these filters is critical
and replacement by a different capac-
ity value will change the tuning with
consequent decrease in efficiency.

Also, due to the effect of the tuned
circuit; the voltage across Cl may rise

ci)

Fig. 5

far higher than the impressed voltage.
A good condenser with high voltage
rating is needed here.

EFFECT OF LOWERING
CAPACITY

Let us come back to the original
task and determine what will happen
when 8 mfd., electrolytic condensers
are reinplaced by 4 mfd, paper conden-
sers a typical filter (Figure 6) hav-
ing three mfd. condensers and two
30 henry chokes.

The examples of last month have
been worked out laboriously just to
show that the total impedance of the
circuit does not change much by add-
ing the resistance of the electrolytk
condenser. It would then not cause
any appreciable error if we consider
that this value Z will be the same be -

Fie. 6

fore and after replacement and we
need not bother calculating how large
it may be. From this, one comes to
the conclusion that the hum voltage
across the condenser whether it be in
series with the tube or a choke, will
be

with
to the impedance of it.

Fig. 7
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er factor is 169.3 ohms. The impe-
dance of a paper condenser (assum-
ing seen power factor) of 4 Micro -
farads found by the old reliable
equation

L- 2,1f 1003070700
ohms

Replacing an. electrolytic of 8 mid.
with 4 mfd. paper condenser will then
result in an increase of impedance of
169.3/332 or practically 2. This
amounts to 6 db. which is easily no-
ticed. But that is only the result of
replacing one condenser. If all three
are replaced, the hum will increase 6
db. for each condenser or a total of
18 db. This will result in a very M-
ooring hum.

SUMMARY

By the foregoing it was shown that:
1. The residual hum voltage in a fil-

ter is practically proportional to
the impedance of the condenser,
all other factors remaining the

2. The power factor of the condenser
has only a small effect on the fil-
tering efficiency due to the v-
torial addition of resistance and
reactance. The increase in hum
due to a power factor of 20 per-
cent is only 2 percent or .017 db.
for each condenser having such a
power factor.
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The filtering efficiency in each sec-
tion is nearly proportional to the

. impedance and therefore inversely
'p rhoeproeretiioanneamt

ent
,t,cf:, Teen eceaepeaecrtabynother of half the capacity mill

increase the hum voltage 2 times
or 6 db. for each condenser so re-
placed.

A SIMPLE CAPACITY CHECKER

This article has shown the import -
of knowing the capacity of re-

placement condensers. If all electro-
lytic condensers are replaced by paper
ones of the same capacity, all is well
and there will be a slight improvement
but if the capacity is lower the hum
will increase.

A handy device for quickly measur-
ing the capacity of paper condensers
greater than 1 mfd., is shown in Fig-
ure 7. The meter employed is the old
familiar universal meter with a recti-
fier. The 5 volt range is used for sev-
eral reasons.

This meter could have been used in
series with the unknown condenser
and its proper multipliers in the con-
ventional circuit but then theale
will be too crowded for large conscden-
sers. In order to spread the scale
properly, the condenser could be
shun ed across the meter itself. The
current will then divide between the

condenser and the meter inversely
proportional to their impedance. Then
the scale will still not be spread
enough because the impedance of the
condenser is so much less than that
of the meter that practically no cur-
rent flows through the meter, the dif-
ference between a shunt of 5 micro -
farads and 111 microfarads would be
too small. This can be improved by
shunting the meter so that the total
impedance of meter plus resistor
comes down to 1000 ohms.

Resistor RI can be a fixed 4000 ohm
resistor and R2 a 1000 ohm potentio-
meter, or if necessary it, can be a semi
adjustable resistor of 5000 ohms to
replace both RI and R2. However,
the first arrangement is to be pre-
ferred.

HOW TO USE IT
The measuring instrument isn-

nected across the 110 volts a.c. line
Lidtileherrp,:tteenteieozeteereeieseiaedj=edeeeuinte

This adjustment is provided to com
pensate for fluctuations in line volt
age. The unknown condenser is now
connected across the test terminal
and the meter needle will go down
The more it goes down, the highe
the capacity. The meter readings may
be converted into capacity reading
by calculation or calibration. Fig.
8 shows a curve of meter reading
plotted against capacity which wit
calculated for the convenience of our
readers.
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